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ENERGY SERVICES
Cost-effective energy solutions
» Energy audits
» Design-build construction
» Owner training
» Remote monitoring
» Service & maintenance

A MULTIFACETED APPROACH
Hermanson approaches energy conservation from all
sides to assure optimal savings. We work in concert

› Heating or cooling recovery systems
› HVAC equipment retro-commissioning
› Alternate energy systems
› IAQ remediation and implementation

with various Public Utility Districts (PUDs) to maximize
the client’s cost savings with rebates and grants. Our
complete energy services package focuses on four key
building components:
› Mechanical system upgrades
› Control systems and optimization

Control systems and optimization
› New DDC controls, retro Cx pneumatic controls
› Variable speed drives and proportional controls
› Economizer implementation and tuning
› Energy management programming
› Optimization of existing systems

› Lighting modifications
› Building envelope improvements

Lighting modifications
› Lighting fixtures, lamps and ballasts upgrades

Working through this process with our clients, we can

› Lighting control, occupancy sensors

assure energy savings opportunities.

Mechanical system upgrades
› Heating and cooling systems upgrades
› Boilers, cooling towers and chillers upgrades

Building envelope improvements
› Insulation, glazing and shading
› Roofing and weather stripping

Count on comfort

HERMANSON
“I would like to thank you for a job well
done. Your professionalism concerning
this project helped to insure its
success… Your expertise and hard
work were key in achieving such an
outstanding final product.”

A Full-Scope Energy Services Company
Since 1979, Hermanson has assisted building
owners and tenants with the installation of
mechanical systems that meet their facility
needs. We have always focused on energy

MICKEY HANSEN,
Kirtley Cole Associates, Inc

efficiency as an integral part of a welldesigned and properly functioning mechanical
system. As the “green revolution” has picked
up steam, Hermanson’s commitment to
energy efficiency culminated in the creation of
our Energy Services Division.
Staffed by professionals with over 25 years of
experience specializing in energy analysis
and optimization, the Energy Services
Division provides clients with a full range of
services to improve energy efficiency. We
understand and will help you through the
process to achieve LEED® certification and
Energy Star ratings, as well as identifying,
estimating, and implementing improvements
that provide you with the best opportunity for
lowering your energy costs and meeting your
environmental goals. Getting the most from
your building just makes sense – and
Hermanson is ready to help.
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